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Abstract
People with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) exhibit a variety of medical morbid-
ities at significantly higher rates than the general population. Using an established
monkey model of naturally occurring low sociality, we investigated whether low-
social monkeys show an increased burden of medical morbidities compared to
their high-social counterparts. We systematically reviewed the medical records of
N = 152 (n = 73 low-social; n = 79 high-social) rhesus macaques (Macaca mul-
atta) to assess the number of traumatic injury, gastrointestinal, and inflammatory
events, as well as the presence of rare medical conditions. Subjects’ nonsocial
scores, determined by the frequency they were observed in a nonsocial state
(i.e., alone), and macaque Social Responsiveness Scale-Revised (mSRS-R) scores
were also used to test whether individual differences in social functioning were
related to medical morbidity burden. Medical morbidity type significantly differed
by group, such that low-social monkeys incurred higher rates of traumatic injury
compared to high-social monkeys. Nonsocial scores and mSRS-R scores also
significantly and positively predicted traumatic injury rates, indicating that
monkeys with the greatest social impairment were most impacted on this health
measure. These findings from low-social monkeys are consistent with well-
documented evidence that people with ASD incur a greater number of traumatic
injuries and receive more peer bullying than their neurotypical peers, and add to
growing evidence for the face validity of this primate model.

Lay Summary: People with autism exhibit multiple medical problems at higher
rates than the general population. We conducted a comprehensive medical record
review of monkeys that naturally exhibit differences in sociality and found that
low-social monkeys are more susceptible to traumatic injuries than high-social
monkeys. These results are consistent with reports that people with autism also
incur greater traumatic injury and peer bullying and add to growing evidence for
the validity of this monkey model.
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INTRODUCTION

People with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) exhibit per-
vasive social interaction difficulties and repetitive behav-
iors that negatively impact daily functioning. These core

behavioral symptoms are evident early in development
and do not resolve over time (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). Scientific progress in the biological
detection and pharmacological treatment of ASD has
been impeded by the difficulty of studying brain signaling
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pathways directly in ASD patients and matched controls,
and overreliance on model organisms that fundamentally
lack the sophisticated cognitive and behavioral abilities
critical for modeling ASD’s core symptoms. Indeed, over
90% of new central nervous system drugs fail in clinical
trials (Kola & Landis, 2004), and over 50% of those fail-
ures are attributable to false positives from poorly
selected animal models (Garner et al., 2017). Given these
constraints, there is significant value in developing and
studying refined animal models with more behavioral
and biological homology to the human disorder
(Capitanio & Emborg, 2008; Parker et al., 2018).

Rhesus monkeys are an ideal model organism by
which to advance this objective. Like humans, they are
highly social, have complex social cognitive abilities, and
display natural, stable, and pronounced individual differ-
ences in social behavior (Phillips et al., 2014). The fre-
quency that animals are observed in a nonsocial state can
be used to classify monkeys as naturally low-social versus
socially competent, high-social animals (Parker
et al., 2018). We have found both in unobtrusive observa-
tional studies conducted in subjects’ outdoor half-acre
field corrals and in experimental laboratory studies that
naturally low-social male monkeys initiate fewer
affiliative interactions, spend less time in physical contact
and grooming with conspecifics, and show greater social
information processing abnormalities (e.g., face recogni-
tion deficits and impaired species-typical gaze aversion in
response to conspecific aggression) compared to their
socially competent peers (Capitanio, 1999, 2002; Parker
et al., 2018; Sclafani et al., 2016).

We recently refined the macaque Social Responsive-
ness Scale (mSRS) (Feczko et al., 2016) to enable more
reliable measurement of quantitative variation in autistic-
like traits in rhesus monkeys. This effort resulted in the
mSRS-Revised (mSRS-R) (Talbot et al., 2020). The
mSRS was derived from the SRS, an instrument origi-
nally developed for use in humans (Constantino
et al., 2003). The SRS and mSRS-R both provide a quan-
titative measure of species typical and atypical social
functioning (including assessment of autistic or autistic-
like traits) in natural social settings (Constantino
et al., 2003; Constantino et al., 2007; Talbot et al., 2020);
higher scores on these instruments indicate greater social
impairment. SRS scores have been shown to be continu-
ously distributed across the general human population
(Constantino, 2011). At the extreme of the population
distribution, higher SRS scores overlap significantly with
an ASD diagnosis (Constantino et al., 2003; Pine
et al., 2006). These findings have enabled the SRS to be
used in humans as a research tool to measure the pres-
ence of autistic traits in members of the general popula-
tion (Chan et al., 2017; Constantino & Gruber, 2012),
and as a clinical screening tool for ASD (Constantino
et al., 2003; Constantino et al., 2007).

Consistent with the human SRS (Constantino, 2011),
we found that autistic-like traits in rhesus monkeys are

continuously distributed across the general monkey pop-
ulation (Talbot et al., 2020). As would be expected if the
mSRS-R is measuring intrinsic social traits, we found
that neither age nor rank correlated with monkeys’
mSRS-R scores. Importantly, in a sample of N = 233
male monkeys, those that scored greater than 1.5 standard
deviations above the mean on nonsocial behavior fre-
quency (i.e., low-social monkeys) exhibited significantly
more autistic-like traits than those that scored less than
1.5 standard deviations below the mean on this measure
(i.e., high-social monkeys). We also found that mSRS-R
scores predicted individuals’ social classification (low-
social vs. high-social) with 96% accuracy. These findings
indicate that male rhesus monkeys exhibit pronounced
individual differences in autistic-like traits and that natu-
rally low-social male monkeys exhibit an increased bur-
den of them (Talbot et al., 2020).

Having assessed aspects of the face validity of this
monkey model, we next sought to evaluate its construct
validity, by pursuing a translational ASD biomarker dis-
covery effort. We identified low cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) concentration of the neuropeptide arginine vaso-
pressin (AVP) as a robust marker of monkey low social-
ity (Parker et al., 2018). We subsequently tested whether
this finding translated to human patients and found that
CSF AVP concentration accurately differentiated ASD
cases and controls, and that ASD children with the low-
est CSF AVP concentrations had the greatest clinical
symptom severity (Oztan et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2018).
We have also tested the predictive value of AVP, by min-
ing over 900 banked CSF samples collected during stan-
dard of care from 0 to 3-month-old human neonates. We
found that individuals diagnosed with ASD later in child-
hood have lower neonatal CSF AVP concentrations com-
pared to those who do not later receive an ASD
diagnosis (Oztan et al., 2020). Finally, on the strength of
these translational CSF biomarker findings, we launched
a “first in class” pilot AVP treatment trial. Using a
double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial
design, we found that AVP treatment markedly enhances
social abilities in children with ASD (Parker et al., 2019).
This accumulating behavioral and biological evidence
thus suggests that naturally occurring low sociality in
male rhesus monkeys provides a useful face and construct
valid approach by which to further model and
interrogate ASD.

In addition to ASD’s core behavioral symptoms,
patients with ASD exhibit a variety of well-documented
medical morbidities at significantly higher rates than the
general population (Bauman, 2010; Cawthorpe, 2017;
Hand et al., 2020; Kohane et al., 2012; Muskens
et al., 2017). These include gastrointestinal disorders (Buie
et al., 2010; Cawthorpe, 2017; Chandler et al., 2013;
Gorrindo et al., 2012; Hand et al., 2020; Mazurek
et al., 2013; Neuhaus et al., 2018; Restrepo et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2011; Wasilewska & Klukowski, 2015),
inflammatory dyscrasias (Cawthorpe, 2017), as well as a
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variety of other conditions, such as cardiac disease (Hand
et al., 2020), congenital anomalies (Cawthorpe, 2017;
Timonen-Soivio et al., 2015), and seizures/epilepsy (Hand
et al., 2020; Isaksen et al., 2013; Lewine et al., 1999;
Muñoz-Yunta et al., 2008; Parmeggiani et al., 2010;
Viscidi et al., 2013). Furthermore, people with ASD have
been shown to be at increased risk for unintentional injury
(Cavalari & Romanczyk, 2012; Lee et al., 2008;
McDermott et al., 2008), self-injurious behavior (SIB)
(Akram et al., 2017; Hand et al., 2020; McDermott
et al., 2008; Rattaz et al., 2015; Siegel et al., 2015; Slingsby
et al., 2017; Summers et al., 2017), physical abuse (Duan
et al., 2015; Mandell et al., 2005; Slingsby et al., 2017),
violent crime (Christoffersen, 2019), and/or peer bullying
(Hoover & Kaufman, 2018; Hwang et al., 2018; Sterzing
et al., 2012). People with ASD also suffer greater injury-
related mortality compared to the general population
(Fluegge, 2017).

The prevalence and severity of co-occurring medical
morbidities in people with ASD have also been linked to
the severity of their autistic symptoms (Adams
et al., 2011; Cavalari & Romanczyk, 2012; Gorrindo
et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2008; McClintock et al., 2003;
Wang et al., 2011). For example, GI symptoms strongly
correlate with ASD symptom severity as assessed by the
Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist (Adams
et al., 2011). Further, individuals with ASD and co-
occurring GI disorders have significantly greater social
impairment as determined by SRS scores compared to
both ASD-only and GI disorder-only groups (Gorrindo
et al., 2012). Similar findings have also been reported for
the relationship between ASD symptom severity and
traumatic injuries. Children with more severe ASD symp-
tomatology (as determined by higher composite scores on
the Pervasive Developmental Disorder Behavior Inven-
tory) (I. L. Cohen et al., 2003) are more likely to engage
in risk-taking behaviors and sustain more frequent and
severe injuries than children with ASD who are less
impaired (Cavalari & Romanczyk, 2012).

The goal of the present study was to systematically
and comprehensively review the medical records of male
rhesus monkeys previously identified as low-social or
high-social to determine the presence and severity of their
co-occurring medical morbidities. We hypothesized that
low-social monkeys would show an increased burden of
medical morbidities compared to high-social monkeys.
We also hypothesized that nonsocial behavior frequency
and mSRS-R scores would individually and positively
predict medical morbidity burden.

METHODS

Subjects and study site

Subjects were N = 152 male rhesus macaques (Macaca
mulatta) that had been born and reared at the California

National Primate Research Center (CNPRC) in Davis,
CA. Subjects lived outdoors in one of 24 half-acre
(0.2 ha) field corrals, measuring 30.5 m wide × 61 m
deep × 9 m high. Each corral contained up to 145 animals
of all ages and both sexes. Subjects were tattooed as
infants and dye-marked periodically to facilitate easy
identification for husbandry- and research-related
procedures.

Monkeys had ad libitum access to Lixit-dispensed
water. Primate laboratory chow was provided twice
daily, and fruit and vegetable supplements were provided
weekly. Various toys, swinging perches, and other forms
of enrichment in each corral, along with outdoor and
social housing, provided a stimulating environment. The
present study comprised only a records review and thus
did not require IACUC approval. All procedures for the
broader studies (see next paragraph) in which the animals
were classified were ethically reviewed and approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the
University of California, Davis and Stanford University.
These procedures complied with the Guide for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals (Council, N. R, 2011)
and National Institutes of Health policies on the care and
use of animals. The CNPRC and University of Califor-
nia, Davis, are accredited by the Association for Assess-
ment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care
International (AAALAC International).

Behavioral observations, social classification,
and medical record review period

Unobtrusive behavioral observations had been previously
conducted on monkeys in four separate study cohorts
while they were in their home field corrals as previously
described (Parker et al., 2018; Talbot et al., 2020). For
Cohorts 1, 3, and 4, observers conducted 10-min focal
samples on subjects during two observation periods per
day, 4 days per week, for 2 weeks. The behavior of indi-
vidual monkeys was recorded at 30-s (Cohort 1) or 15-s
(Cohorts 3 and 4) intervals using instantaneous sampling.
For Cohort 2, we adopted a scan sampling approach,
enabling us to score multiple animals in the same group
at the same time. Each observer conducted scan samples
for a given corral during two observation periods per
day. In each observation period, scan sampling was con-
ducted at 20-min intervals, at a rate of 18 scans per day,
for a total of 5 days. During each scan, the subjects in
each corral were identified, and observers then recorded
the behavior. The same five social behaviors were
recorded for all cohorts (i.e., the ethogram was the same
regardless of sampling technique): nonsocial (subject is
not within an arm’s reach of any other animal and is not
engaged in play), proximity (subject is within arm’s reach
of another animal), contact (subject is touching another
animal in a nonaggressive manner), groom (subject is
engaged in a dyadic interaction with one animal
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inspecting the fur of another animal using its hands
and/or mouth), and play (subject is involved in chasing,
wrestling, slapping, shoving, grabbing, or biting accom-
panied by a play face [wide eyes and open mouth without
bared teeth] and/or a loose, exaggerated posture and gait;
the behavior must have been deemed nonaggressive to be
scored). Both sampling methods estimate the durations
of behavior (Altmann, 1974). After completion of data
collection, the total frequency of nonsocial behavior was
then summarized across all of the behavior samples col-
lected for each subject. Monkeys were then rank ordered
on total nonsocial behavior within each study cohort.
Monkeys with the greatest frequency of nonsocial behav-
ior were classified as low-social, and monkeys with the
lowest frequency of nonsocial behavior (and therefore the
highest frequency of all pro-social behaviors) were classi-
fied as high-social (as detailed below).

Subjects previously classified as low-social or high-
social and included in the present study were as follows:
Cohort 1, N = 30 animals (n = 15 low-social and n = 15
high-social); Cohort 2, N = 48 animals (n = 23 low-
social; n = 25 high-social); Cohort 3, N = 34 animals
(n = 15 low-social and n = 19 high-social); and Cohort 4,
N = 40 animals (n = 20 low-social and n = 20 high-
social). The present study thus included a total of n = 73
low-social and n = 79 high-social monkeys, which ranged
in age from 1.85 to 10.04 years (M = 5.70, SD = 1.51).
Ages were recorded on each subject’s individual project
end date. This date also signified the end of their medical
record review period. Project end date codes included
death (either natural or via humane euthanasia), ship-
ment to another facility, assignment to a subsequent pro-
ject involving experimental procedures, or still living in
the CNPRC colony when medical records were exported
on June 26, 2019.

Rank, nonsocial equivalence score, and mSRS-R
ratings

An individual’s rank may impact social behavior
(Vessey, 1984) and health (Vandeleest et al., 2016) in
non-human primates. We therefore included evaluation
of rank in the present study. Rank was assessed in each
corral by CNPRC behavioral management personnel on
an approximately monthly basis by recording aggressive
and submissive interactions following food provisioning.
Because each corral contained a different number of
males, using the raw rank was ineffective as a direct mea-
sure that could be compared across all subjects. For
example, being the fifth-ranked male in a corral con-
taining six males is both quantitatively and qualitatively
different than being the fifth-ranked male in a corral con-
taining 20 males. Thus, for analyses, rank was calculated
as the proportion of males in the group that the focal
individual outranked, such that the highest-ranked indi-
vidual had a value of 1 and the lowest-ranked individual

had a value of 0 (Linden et al., 2019). Rank was assessed
during the period each animal was under behavioral
observation, such that it was directly associated with sub-
jects’ social classification (low-social vs. high-social).

As three of the study cohorts had been observed and
classified using instantaneous sampling methods
(i.e., Cohorts 1, 3, and 4), whereas one study cohort had
been observed and classified using scan sampling
methods (i.e., Cohort 2) (Altmann, 1974), we created a
nonsocial equivalence score by Z-scoring nonsocial
behavior frequency within each study cohort to enable
comparison of animals across the four different
cohorts (N = 152).

Finally, mSRS-R scores were available from N = 91
animals. These subjects had been rated by observers
within 24 h of the completion of each subject’s behavioral
observation period (see above). Observers rated each sub-
ject on a 36-item original mSRS (Feczko et al., 2016),
which we had modified from a four-point to a seven-
point Likert scale (1 = total absence of the trait,
7 = extreme manifestation of the trait) for each item
(Talbot et al., 2020). Prior to final summary, questions
written in the infrequent direction were reverse scored
such that higher scores always indicated greater impair-
ment. Since only 17 of the original 36 mSRS items
exhibited consistent inter-rater and test–retest reliability,
here we extracted and tabulated ratings for the 17 reliable
items, which form the basis of the mSRS-R (Talbot
et al., 2020). Example items include: “Is socially awk-
ward. Does not respond appropriately to social cues,
e.g., play initiations,” “Behaves in ways that seem strange
or bizarre for others of comparable age/rank/sex
categories,” “Stares or gazes off into space more so than
others of the same age/sex class,” “Is too silly or makes
inappropriate noises, e.g., odd vocalizations.” Ratings
had been conducted using identical methods across study
cohorts, so the mSRS-R data did not require normaliza-
tion. Nonsocial equivalence scores and mSRS-R scores
were used to test whether the frequency observed alone in
nonsocial behavior and quantity of autistic-like traits
would positively predict medical morbidity burden.

Medical record review

We initially constructed a medical event scoring spread-
sheet from the exported electronic medical records of all
study subjects from CNPRC’s Web Vitals database. This
database utilizes the Systematized Nomenclature of Med-
icine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT), a standardized,
multilingual vocabulary of clinical terminology (Rouse,
2010), for electronic recording of medical events by ana-
tomical topography, morphology, function, etiology,
procedure, treatment, and discharge diagnosis. All diag-
noses were confirmed by CNPRC veterinarians. Within
this spreadsheet, we first categorized medical events as
gastrointestinal (GI), inflammation, trauma, or “other,”
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per the descriptions in the respective sections that follow.
All data obtained from Web Vitals were initially included
and reduced to one line per diagnosis before event scoring
was conducted. Therefore, a single event may have incor-
porated multiple diagnoses (e.g., multiple traumas that
occurred on the same date). This then served as a
referencing index for morbidity codes and events when
subsequently reviewing the subjects’ physical medical
jackets, which was necessary to confirm the accuracy of
the electronic medical records. Thus, the medical jacket
was considered the primary source for documentation of
the subjects’ medical histories, such that any events that
were documented electronically but could not be verified
in the medical jackets were excluded from event scoring
and subsequent analysis. Additionally, any events meeting
scoring criteria that were not documented electronically
but were included in the medical jackets, were included in
event scoring and subsequent analysis. Once cross-
referencing with the physical medical jacket was com-
pleted, the medical events were tallied to calculate each
subject’s morbidity score in each category. Summative
morbidity scores were then converted to rates in the final
analyses, as described below. Experimenters were blinded
to social classification (i.e., low-social vs. high-social),
nonsocial equivalence score, and mSRS-R score during
the medical record collection, review, and scoring periods.
Data collection was conducted using standard methodol-
ogy for retrospective cohort studies (Woodward, 1999).
A study flow diagram is presented in Figure 1.

GI event coding

A GI event was defined as one or more GI-related diag-
noses that occurred on the same date requiring hospitali-
zation and/or treatment at the subject’s location with
confirmed resolution as documented in the medical
jacket. Resolution was confirmed once normalized signs
had been recorded on two consecutive days without
resumption of signs thereafter (i.e., liquid or semi-solid
recorded in stool column with accompanying note of
“decline in stool, variable stool, liquid stool, or semi-solid
stool” before the subject was discharged for the event),
with the resolution date coded as the first date the signs
normalized.

Trauma event coding

A trauma event was defined as one or more injury-related
diagnoses that occurred on the same date requiring hospi-
talization and/or treatment at the subject’s location with
confirmed resolution as documented in the medical
jacket. Wound dehiscence or infection of an injury that
was previously confirmed as an event was not coded as a
new event. Injuries that were attributed to any cause
other than conspecific aggression and clearly described in

the subjects’ medical jackets as such were not included in
trauma event scoring. For example, any injuries that
were sustained as a result of SIB were treated as “other”
events (see below). All descriptors of traumatic injuries
encompassing each event were also recorded in the event
scoring spreadsheet and used to assign severity scores to
each in order to calculate an overall trauma severity score
for each subject. This is described in more detail in the
trauma severity scoring section that follows.

Inflammation event coding

An inflammation event was defined as one or more
inflammation-related diagnoses that occurred on the
same date requiring hospitalization and/or treatment at
the subject’s location with confirmed resolution as docu-
mented in the medical jacket. To be considered an
inflammation event, the diagnoses had to be mutually
exclusive from events in the other morbidity categories
and involve an inflammatory process. For example,
purulent discharge from an infected traumatic wound
was not considered an inflammation diagnosis as the
trauma was the likely etiology of the inflammation and
infection. Conversely, events including conditions such as
dermatitis, where no inciting injury could be identified,
were considered inflammation events. Furthermore, diar-
rhea or any inflammation diagnosis in the GI tract,
(e.g., colitis, enteritis) was always scored as a GI event
(as described above) and never as an inflammation event.

Other event coding

An “other” event was defined as all occurrences of medi-
cal diagnoses which did not fulfill the criteria for inclu-
sion in any of the morbidity categories in the sections
above. For example, this included congenital anomalies
(e.g., inguinal hernia), acquired cardiac disease (e.g.,
cardiac murmurs), and disorders of undetermined etiol-
ogy or pathogenesis (e.g., kyphosis, strabismus). Further-
more, given the overrepresentation of SIB in individuals
with ASD, we felt it was pertinent to assess this traumatic
injury etiology individually; however, due to their rarity,
SIB events were included in this category. SIB events
were defined as one or more injury-related diagnoses with
any explicit description of self-directed injurious behavior
that occurred on the same date requiring hospitalization
and/or treatment at the subject’s location with confirmed
resolution as documented in the medical jacket. Because
“other” events were so uncommon (despite having dis-
tinct disease morphology) they were collectively catego-
rized and scored. Finally, medical events were excluded
from further study if they were only identified by special
diagnostic modalities (e.g., necropsy, ultrasound) and not
preceded by diagnosis via physical examination or gross
observation.
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Trauma severity scoring

To better understand the impact of trauma events, and
potentially differences between these events based on social
classification and quantitative behavioral measures, we
examined the fine-grained medical records that followed
each trauma event. A single trauma event may involve one
or more injuries, and those injuries can differ in severity.
Thus, in addition to calculating the total number of injuries
observed and the mean number of injuries observed per
trauma event, we assessed the severity of these injuries and
calculated the mean severity of the injuries per trauma event.
We first developed a novel rating scale modeled after the
human Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), the first consensus-
derived, widely implemented injury severity scale used in
practice (Gennarelli & Wodzin, 2006). Utilizing its ordinal
classifications, we characterized the injury types that were
assigned to each category. This was necessary due to a lack
of access to a list of AIS codes and the limitations of the
physical records (i.e., AIS scores usually account for organ
damage, e.g., which, generally, could not be addressed here).
From this, each traumatic injury was assigned a score as
defined in Table 1. In addition, any injuries noted as

“communicating” or “coalescing” were scored as a single
injury. “Communicating” and “coalescing” described injuries
that appeared to be superficially distinct but were in fact
connected in subcutaneous tissues. Any injuries that received
treatment but became infected, necrotic, and/or fully
dehisced before resolution and/or where “delayed healing”
were explicitly noted were reassigned a score one higher than
the original score. Any injuries where qualifiers (e.g., minor,
moderate, severe, major, deep) were noted in the medical
jacket were assigned a different trauma severity score if those
descriptors indicated that they exceeded or failed to meet the
basic criteria provided in Table 1. These individual injury
scores were then summed to determine each subject’s overall
trauma severity score, which was subsequently divided by
the number of trauma events to calculate the mean event
trauma severity score, which was the outcome measure for
the analysis.

Statistical analyses

All analyses were performed in JMP 14 Pro for Win-
dows, with additional post hoc analyses performed in
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F I GURE 1 Flow diagram of
study procedures. The flow
diagram details the progress from
social classification through
statistical analysis for this medical
record review study. Quantitative
social behavior observations were
previously conducted for four
monkey cohorts and a subset of
the animals were classified as low-
social or high-social monkeys (see
description in text). Electronic and
physical medical records were then
reviewed and scored, and data
analyzed as detailed in the
figure (N = 152)
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SAS 9.3, as required. We adopted both family-level
gatekeeping tests, and a general “winnowing” strategy
to avoid multiple testing (and false discovery)
(Blankenberger et al., 2018; Chu et al., 2004; Parker
et al., 2018). We first tested the hypothesis that medical
morbidity events would differ between low-social and
high-social monkeys. To do so, we adopted a repeated
measures approach, where each monkey acted as its own
control, and thus differences in age, corral, rank, and any
other variables were corrected for in the model. Specifi-
cally, we used a repeated measures mixed model, where
monkey nested within group (i.e., low-social vs. high-
social) was the subject, group was the between-subject
factor, morbidity type was the within-subject factor, and
the group-by-morbidity-type interaction explicitly tested
whether the count of each morbidity event type (i.e., GI,
inflammation, trauma, other) differed by group. In order
to control for the duration that each monkey was retro-
spectively observed, observation duration was included in

the model. Both morbidity event counts and observation
duration were log-transformed. This log–log regression
not only controls for duration but calculates a rate within
the model, thereby allowing the rate of morbidity events
to change as a function of duration. This is a standard
approach to these kinds of data (Woodward, 1999). The
assumptions of mixed models (homogeneity of variance,
normality of error, and linearity) were confirmed post
hoc. Significant group-by-morbidity interactions were
examined using Bonferroni-corrected planned contrasts.
N = 152 monkeys were included in this analysis.

We next tested whether quantitative nonsocial equiva-
lence scores (N = 152 monkeys) and mSRS-R scores
(N = 91 monkeys) individually predicted medical mor-
bidity event frequency in the medical events that differed
by group. For these analyses, we adopted a log–log gen-
eral linear model approach. Here, the log of event count
is predicted in a model that includes the log of the age at
medical record review (i.e., the duration in which the

TABLE 1 Trauma severity scale

Severity category Severity score Definition

Minor 1 • Superficial abrasions, lacerations, bites, punctures, nail avulsions, and scratches that were not
full thickness and did not require sutures or skin glue

• Mild, focal bruising, and/or mild soft tissue swelling/edema that were not directly associated
with another trauma

• Minor “lameness” or “nonweight bearing” with unknown etiology

Moderate 2 • Full thickness abrasions, lacerations, bites, punctures, nail avulsions, scratches, deglovings, and
flaps that required sutures or skin glue but did not involve muscles, tendons, and/or fascia,
require amputation, dehisce, or become infected or necrotic

• Hematomas that were not directly associated with another trauma nor the result of
venipuncture or surgery

• Moderate swelling
• Maceration that did not require sutures and/or glue
• Superficial generalized trauma and bruising spanning a large body surface area where no

specific body part was identified and/or “multiple” was indicated
• Moderate and/or severe bruising and/or edema/swelling
• Digit and/or tail tip dislocations that did not require surgical amputation
• Minor bone fractures
• Moderate “lameness” or “nonweight bearing” with unknown etiology
• Superficial and/or minor cornea trauma

Serious 3 • Muscle, tendon, and/or fascia involvement without complete transection
• Surgical amputation of a body part due to necrosis and/or wound dehiscence, moderate–severe

inflammation/edema, fracture of a digit or tail tip, and/or bone exposure
• Initial infection/purulent discharge and/or necrosis later requiring sutures, skin glue, or surgical

amputation
• Cartilage exposure
• Maceration requiring sutures and/or glue
• Bone fracture
• Crushing
• Moderate or greater eye trauma

Severe 4 • Muscle or tendon completely bisected, transected, or avulsed
• Severe crushing
• Traumatic amputations

Critical 5 • Intensive critical care necessary for survival
• Head crushing

Maximum 6 • Caused death or required humane euthanasia

Note: Numerical values were assigned to each injury then summed for total severity scores for each subject.
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events could occur), as well as the predictor variable
(either the nonsocial equivalence score or the mSRS-R
score for the separate analyses). This is equivalent to
dividing by the age at medical record review but has the
distinct advantage of allowing curved effects of observa-
tion duration. This is because observation duration is
raised to a power modeled by the regression, a technique
widely used in physiology and allometry (Grafen &
Hails, 2002). In contrast, a simple rate, where event
counts are divided by the observation duration raised to
the fixed power of 1, assumes a constant chance of
trauma per month, regardless of age, which is clearly
untrue. These analyses were further controlled for
(blocked by): the corral the animal was housed in, study
cohort, age at behavioral observation, and rank. We first
examined these models for collinearity, as collinearity in
these kinds of data can lead to false negatives, and simpli-
fied them following best practice (Grafen & Hails, 2002;
Thabane et al., 2013; Woodward, 1999). Thus, age at
observation was collinear with age at medical record
review and was removed because age at medical record
review was inherent to the log–log approach, and because
age at observation contributed less to the R2 of the
model. Rank was collinear to the relationship between
our predictor variables and the outcome variable, reduc-
ing the apparent significance of the predictor. As includ-
ing rank did not improve the R2 of the model, nor did it
change the outcomes, it was removed following best prac-
tice for linear models (Grafen & Hails, 2002; Thabane
et al., 2013).

Finally, with the additional information readily avail-
able from the fine-grained trauma records, we tested the
hypotheses that total traumatic injury frequency and sever-
ity would also differ between low-social and high-social
monkeys (N = 152). We initially performed these analyses
including rank, and the interaction between rank and
group. As before, including rank did not improve the
model, introduced collinearities, and did not change the
overall pattern of results. Therefore, rank was removed
from the final analyses following best practice for linear
models (Grafen & Hails, 2002; Thabane et al., 2013). Only
if group differences were significant did we test whether
nonsocial equivalence score (N = 152) or mSRS-R score
(n = 91) predicted any of these outcomes. These analyses
were performed as before (i.e., with the log of age at medi-
cal record review, study cohort, and corral included as
control variables). Total injuries and injuries per event
were logged; severity per event was untransformed. The
predictor variable was either group, nonsocial equivalence
score, or mSRS-R score as described above.

For all analyses, the assumptions of GLM (homoge-
neity of variance, normality of error, and linearity) were
confirmed post hoc, and suitable transformations applied
as described. We also checked the raw data to make sure
that when groups did not differ in their mean response,
that there was also not a difference in variance or distri-
bution. These model refinement steps follow best practice

for “Sensitivity Analysis” in human subjects research
(Thabane et al., 2013).

The advanced methods employed here greatly
increase power and reduce sample size (often by 5-fold to
10-fold) over analyses such as T-Tests or simple regres-
sion, while simultaneously also reducing false positives
due to spurious environmental interactions (Fisher, 1935;
Garner, 2014; Gaskill & Garner, 2020; Grafen &
Hails, 2002; Richter et al., 2009; Richter et al., 2010).
However, no formal a priori power calculations similar
to those used for simpler analyses exist for the analyses
employed here. As we and others have advocated
(Festing, 2014, 2018; Gaskill & Garner, 2020), the best
approach to a priori power calculations for advanced
analyses is Mead’s resource equation (Mead, 1988).
Mead’s resource equation provides a sample size above
which additional subjects will have little impact on
power; we therefore powered the experiment accordingly.

Effect sizes are given as partial eta squared (ηp2) and
also as equivalent partial correlation coefficients (rp)
where appropriate. ηp2 is the universal measure of effect
size for all linear models from which other measures can
be derived (e.g., ηp2 = (rp)

2 for continuous effects). Note,
however, that ηp2 can be misleading as it gives relatively
small values for effects that we would consider meaning-
ful, and progressively so for larger sample sizes. For
instance, rp = 30% is considered a medium effect size by
Cohen, where ηp2 = 9%; similarly, a large effect size,
according to Cohen is rp = 50%, where ηp2 = 25% (J.
Cohen, 1988; Gaskill & Garner, 2020).

RESULTS

Characteristics of the low-social and high-social monkey
groups are provided in Table 2. Low-social and high-
social monkeys did not differ by rank, age at social classi-
fication, or age at medical record review. As expected,
low-social and high-social monkeys did differ signifi-
cantly on their nonsocial equivalence and mSRS-R
scores, such that low-social monkeys were more fre-
quently observed alone in nonsocial behavior and were
rated as having a greater burden of autistic-like traits
compared to high-social monkeys.

Subjects’ sociality influenced the rate of morbidity
events differentially for the morbidity types (F3,450 =
3.4884; N = 152; ηp2 = 2.273%; p = 0.0158). Planned con-
trasts showed that only trauma events differed by group,
with low-social monkeys incurring higher rates of trauma
than high-social monkeys (F1,597.4 = 9.895; ηp2 = 1.629%;
p = 0.0017; Figure 2). Similarly, nonsocial equivalence
scores and mSRS-R scores significantly and positively
predicted trauma rates (nonsocial: F1,127 = 8.2031;
N = 152; rp = 0.2463; ηp2 = 6.067%; p = 0.0049; mSRS-
R: F1,71 = 5.1654; N = 91; rp = 0.2604; ηp2 = 6.782%;
p = 0.0261). These findings were unchanged if rank was
included in the analysis.
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Because single trauma events may have consisted of
multiple traumatic injuries, we also analyzed group dif-
ferences for this measure and found that group signifi-
cantly predicted total injuries received, with low-social
monkeys incurring more injuries than high-social mon-
keys (F1,127 = 7.1343; N = 152; ηp2 = 5.319%; P = .0086;
Figure 3). Follow-up analyses showed that the nonsocial
equivalence score significantly and positively predicted
total injuries (F1,127 = 8.8669; N = 152; rp = 0.2555;
ηp2 = 6.525%; p = 0.0035; Figure 4(a)), and that mSRS-R
score likewise significantly and positively predicted total
injuries (F1,71 = 7.3990; N = 91; rp = 0.3072;
ηp2 = 9.438%; p = 0.0082; Figure 4(b)), such that the
more socially impaired the monkey, the greater the bur-
den of their traumatic injuries. Group did not predict the
number of injuries per event (F1,127 = 1.634; N = 152;
ηp2 = 1.270%; p = 0.2035), or the mean severity per injury
(F1,127 = 0.2122; N = 152; ηp2 = 0.167%; p = 0.6459). As
a result, these outcomes were not investigated further.
These findings were unchanged if rank or its interaction
with group was included in the analysis.

DISCUSSION

The present study extended our established monkey
model of naturally occurring low sociality to investigate
whether low-social monkeys exhibit medical morbidities
at significantly higher rates than their more socially com-
petent counterparts. We also assessed whether individual
differences in nonsocial behavior frequency and autistic-
like trait burden predicted medical morbidity severity.
Here, we performed a comprehensive medical record
review of subjects previously classified as low-social or
high-social to determine the presence and severity of their
medical morbidities. We found that low-social monkeys
experienced significantly higher rates of traumatic events
and traumatic injuries than high-social monkeys. We also
found that individual differences in monkeys’ nonsocial
equivalence scores and mSRS-R scores positively
predicted trauma rates and total number of injuries
received, such that monkeys with the greatest social

TABLE 2 Characteristics of low-social and high-social monkeys

Social
classification n Rank

Age at social
classification

Age at medical record
review

Nonsocial equivalence
score

mSRS-R
score

High-social 79 0.502 � 0.032 3.14 � 0.135 5.57 � 0.170 0.456 � 0.011 43.9 � 2.02

Low-social 73 0.482 � 0.034 3.36 � 0.140 5.85 � 0.177 0.729 � 0.011 59.0 � 2.13

p = 0.6686 p = 0.2737 p = 0.2701 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001

Note: Differences between groups were tested with a simple one-way general linear model. Values are reported as means � standard error. Rank is the proportion of
males outranked in the group (1 is top rank, 0 is bottom rank). Frequency observed alone in nonsocial behavior is presented here as a nonsocial equivalence Z-score (i.e.,
the raw frequency data were converted to a normal distribution with mean = 0 and SD = 1). The macaque Social Responsiveness Scale-Revised (mSRS-R) score could
range from 17 to 119.
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impairment were most impacted on these health mea-
sures. Our findings are in keeping with clinical reports
documenting that people with ASD likewise exhibit a
greater number of traumatic injuries relative to those in
the general population (Cavalari & Romanczyk, 2012;
Jain et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2008; McDermott et al.,
2008) and that those with greater ASD symptomatology
sustain more frequent and more severe injuries than those
who are less impaired (Cavalari & Romanczyk, 2012).

Traumatic injuries have a variety of etiologies, includ-
ing those that are self-directed or unintentional, as well as
those that are the result of violent crime, physical abuse,
or peer bullying. Almost all studies that have investigated
associations between ASD and traumatic injuries have
reported on the significantly increased prevalence of trau-
matic injuries overall in the ASD population (Cavalari &
Romanczyk, 2012; Hand et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2014;
Lee et al., 2008; McDermott et al., 2008; Vohra
et al., 2016), with SIB consistently being the most over-
represented etiology (Hand et al., 2020; McDermott
et al., 2008; Vohra et al., 2016), even in one study where
the overall trauma results were equivocal (Kalb
et al., 2016). There have been some conflicting reports on
the increased likelihood of unintentional injury
(Diguiseppi et al., 2018; Jernbro et al., 2020), with one
report even citing the diagnosis of ASD as a protective
factor (Jain et al., 2014). However, there has been more

unanimity in terms of the increased prevalence of violent
crime (Christoffersen, 2019), physical abuse (Duan
et al., 2015; Mandell et al., 2005; Slingsby et al., 2017),
and peer bullying (Hoover & Kaufman, 2018; Hwang
et al., 2018; Sterzing et al., 2012) in ASD, thus painting a
complex picture of how these traumatic injuries occur in
this population.

The medical records in this study generally limited
our interpretation of traumatic injuries in monkeys to
SIB, unintentional injury, and conspecific aggression.
SIB is a unique form of injury that has been studied sin-
gularly and extensively in relation to ASD (Akram
et al., 2017; Rattaz et al., 2015; Siegel et al., 2015;
Slingsby et al., 2017). Therefore, we felt it was pertinent
to code SIB as a separate morbidity category initially to
determine its specific relationship to our subjects’ social-
ity. Notably, SIB is less commonly reported in outdoor-
reared and outdoor-housed rhesus macaques (Gottlieb
et al., 2013; Rommeck et al., 2009), and indeed was
scored in only 7 of the 1182 medical events recorded here
(and was thus combined and analyzed with other rare
events as noted above). Unintentional injury was difficult
to fully assess because our subjects were not observed at
all times they were on study. Despite this, we were gener-
ally able to determine if traumatic injuries were perpe-
trated by corral mates based on detailed medical record
descriptions. In this regard, the clinical picture of these
traumatic injuries in low-social monkeys appears to
mimic the complex clinical picture of traumatic injuries
in people with ASD that are not attributed to self-
directed behavior. Namely, these injuries arise most con-
sistently from intentional, external sources. In the case of
low-social monkeys, we have previously found that low-
social monkeys exhibit deficits in social information
processing and show diminished capacity to respond
appropriately to species-typical behavioral cues
(Capitanio, 2002; Sclafani et al., 2016). In particular,
low-social monkeys show increased latencies to display
species-typical gaze aversion to conspecific aggression,
which may place them at greater risk of experiencing
trauma from conspecifics compared to socially competent
monkeys.

Interestingly, this study did not find group differences
in any other medical morbidities evaluated here. This may
be due to inclusion of subjects in the low-social classifica-
tion that were not phenotypically at the behavioral
extreme of impaired social functioning. Perhaps only mon-
keys at the very extreme of low sociality would show sig-
nificant nontrauma-related morbidities, whereas even
minor social cognitive deficits may confer a greater risk of
incurring traumatic injury. This is because injuries can be
both a primary manifestation and a secondary conse-
quence of social impairments and the expected inappropri-
ate behavioral responses which accompany them. This line
of reasoning also implies that traumas simply may
be more directly reflective of social deficits compared to
the other morbidities, which, conversely, are more
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susceptible to the influence of other nonsocial factors.
Stress, for example, has been shown to contribute signifi-
cantly to the prevalence of both nontrauma-related mor-
bidities (Gottlieb et al., 2018) and SIB (Gottlieb
et al., 2013; Novak, 2003) in monkeys. This and other fac-
tors may have confounded the results for those morbidities
where they were more likely to impart greater influence.
Otherwise, a lack of evidence in the other morbidity cate-
gories could generally signify that co-occurring medical
morbidities documented in people with ASD do not map
specifically onto the sociality measures of this model.

A number of best practices, both in data gathering,
and in data analysis, mitigated the risk of false positive
and false negative findings associated with this sort of
epidemiological study. In particular, in data gathering,
clear inclusion/exclusion criteria and blinding prevent
unintentional bias in both epidemiological and labora-
tory studies (Landis et al., 2012; McCann et al., 2016;
Sena et al., 2010). In this study, we chose to include all
animals that had been previously observed in our
research program, and for which we had clearly assigned
a high-social or low-social designation. The assessor of
the medical records for these animals was blind to their
social classification. While these animals were not for-
mally randomized, they were essentially randomly
selected on the basis of their social behavior. We also
avoided the chance of false positives due to idiosyncra-
sies, such as observer effects (Chesler et al., 2002) or
phenotype-by-environment interactions (Fisher, 1935;
Richter et al., 2009; Richter et al., 2010), by including
four study cohorts of animals observed in four different
calendar years. We adopted advanced analytical methods
that controlled for extraneous variables and maximized
power. We also stuck to clear a priori hypotheses to
avoid fishing or multiple testing and committed to
reporting both positive and negative results. Finally, we
adopted both family-level gatekeeping tests and a general
“winnowing” strategy to avoid unnecessary multiple test-
ing as described in the statistical analysis section.

The present study nevertheless had several limitations
that merit discussion. First, as mentioned above, study
participants in the low-social classification may not have
consistently represented the behavioral extreme of social
functioning, which may have significantly impacted the
prevalence of nontrauma-related morbidities in this
group. A follow-up study is thus warranted in monkey
subjects that more consistently represent the behavioral
extreme of low sociality. Second, while it seems much
more likely that low sociality leads to being attacked and
injured by other animals, it is also possible that a history
of being attacked leads to social withdrawal and impaired
social functioning. We have previously reported that
3–4-month-old infant monkeys, later classified in adult-
hood as low-social, show impairment in species-typical
gaze aversion to conspecific aggression compared to age-
matched infants which develop typically (Sclafani
et al., 2016). Further research is nevertheless required to

confirm the causal direction of this observed relationship.
Third, despite the magnitude of detail provided by both
the electronic and physical medical jacket records, it was
nearly impossible to fully account for the etiology of
traumatic injuries in all instances without having had
constant observation of the subjects. This, in turn, may
have led to overrepresentation of specific traumatic
injury types and underrepresentation of others (e.g., SIB),
potentially skewing the data. To avoid false discovery
and potential rater bias in this regard, we inherently
applied a rigid and conservative approach to data collec-
tion and subsequent scoring, which may have excluded
some events that potentially met criteria for inclusion in
the study. Fourth, due to ASD’s male-biased prevalence
(Maenner et al., 2020), significantly more scientific
information was available from male ASD research par-
ticipants for the purposes of modeling in monkeys behav-
ioral symptoms and assessing co-occurring medical
morbidities. The present study sample consequently
included only male monkey subjects. However, ASD
does impact females. Growing evidence also indicates
that girls with ASD need to display higher levels of autis-
tic traits to garner medical attention and tend to be diag-
nosed at later ages than boys on the spectrum (Loomes
et al., 2017), suggesting that ASD may be under-detected
and may manifest differently in girls. As our scientific
understanding of ASD in female humans grows, it will be
imperative to model these findings in female monkeys.
Lastly, psychological stress (e.g., rearing environment
and corral disruption) and other factors (e.g., personality)
could not be measured and assessed in the context of the
current study design. These have been shown to contrib-
ute significantly to the prevalence of specific morbidities
(e.g., GI disorders, stereotypies, and SIB) in monkeys
(Gottlieb et al., 2013; Gottlieb et al., 2018; Kinnally
et al., 2019; Lutz et al., 2003) and are also likely to be
correlated with social cognitive deficits (e.g., decreased
engagement in affiliative interactions and contact/
grooming time and increased latency to gaze aversion)
(Capitanio, 1999, 2002). Therefore, it is impossible to
know what sort of role these factors may have played in
the study’s health measures. By incorporating additional
measures in future studies to account and/or control for
these factors, we could perhaps better assess their influ-
ence on both health status and social classification or
include only those morbidity events where these factors
did not impart significant influence.

In conclusion, there is significant value in developing
and studying refined animal models with more behav-
ioral and biological homology to ASD. Not only has this
monkey model enabled us to study social aspects of this
disorder (Sclafani et al., 2016; Talbot et al., 2020) but
also to identify and target specific biological pathways
associated with these behaviors to achieve streamlined
translation and clinical impact (Oztan et al., 2018; Oztan
et al., 2020; Parker et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2019).
As medical morbidities continue to be a consistently
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overlooked and poorly understood facet of ASD, having
an animal model that recapitulates at least some of
ASD’s co-occurring health problems will enable rigorous
experimental research that may help improve our knowl-
edge and clinical management of this disorder.
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